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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider elliptic boundary value problems of the form 
Au = f, in gt, 
Bju -~  gj, on I ~, 
where A is the partial differential operator defined by 
Au = (-1) '~D m (a(x)D~u) + (-1)~D~ (b(y)D~u) , 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
Bj represents a differential operator on the boundary, F, of the domain, ~ C ]R 2, and f,  gj are 
given. Here Dmu and Dyu denote °~u and °~u respectively, and m, n > 1 are integers. For 
simplicity, ~ will represent the rectangular domain in ~2 given by Q = (0, 1) × (0, 1). We assume 
that the coefficients a(x) and b(y) are sufficiently smooth and that 
0<a<a(x)<a,  fo r0<x<l ,  and 0<_b/b(y )_<b,  fo r0<y_<l .  (1.4) 
No use of results which are peculiar to two dimensions will be made and the methods used will 
apply to product domains in higher dimensions. 
There are many examples of boundary value problems of this type when m = n. For example, 
the Dirichlet problem for Poisson's equation is of the form (1.1),(1.2) with m = n = 1 and 
a= b= l in (1.3) andu=gonF .  
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The goal of this paper is to study the various aspects of the theory and implementation of
finite element methods for the elliptic boundary value problem given by (1.1),(1.2) with m # n in 
(1.3). A review of some basic results on anisotropic Sobolev spaces is presented in Section 2. In 
Section 3, a variational problem for (1.1),(1.2) is studied. In Section 4, some basic convergence 
results for the Galerkin approximation are given and examples of conforming finite element spaces 
are constructed. In the last section, the results obtained in the previous ections are illustrated 
by applying the theory to the particular example of the Onsager pancake quation. 
2. AN ISOTROPIC  SOBOLEV SPACES 
In this section, we present some basic results on anisotropic Sobolev spaces and indicate that 
isotropic spaces are actually a special case of anisotropic spaces. Let H'~(~) for nonnegative 
integer m denote the Sobolev space defined by 
H'~(~) = {w e L2(~) ] D~Dyw~ j • L2(12), i , j  > O, i + j < m} , (2.1) 
where i, j are positive integers. Clearly, H°(~) = L2(~). Hm(~) is a Hilbert space under the 
inner product 
(w, V)m E i j i j : (D~D~,w, D~Dyv), (2.2) 
i,j>O 
i+j<m 
where (-, .) represents the usual inner product on L2(~). A norm on H'~(~) is 
tl llm ----- IID D¢ I[ , (2 .3)  
where II. II0 denotes the usual norm on LZ(f~). These spaces are said to be isotropic in the sense 
that they require equal orders of differentiability in each direction. We also define, in the usual 
manner, the trace spaces HS(F) of functions defined on the boundary. The reader is referred 
to [1] for a detailed discussion of these spaces. 
Anisotropic Sobolev spaces were introduced in the papers of Nikol'skii [2,3]. We define the 
anisotropic Sobolev space Hm,n(~2) for nonnegative integers m, n, as 
H'~'~'(gt) = {w • L2(~) [ D'~w, Dyw • L2(•)}. (2.4) 
This is a Hilbert space with inner product 
(w, v)m,,~ = (w, v) + (D~w, Dmv) + (D~w, D~v) . (2.5) 
The following notation is employed for a seminorm and norm associated with these spaces: 
= r~ 2 (2.6) 
and 
iI Jl o: (ll ll  + J l:,o) 
Isotropic spaces are actually a special case of the anisotropic ones with m = n. This is not 
immediately obvious since the norms for isotropic spaces contain terms involving mixed and 
intermediate derivatives, whereas the only terms that appear explicitly in the anisotropic norms 
are unmixed derivatives of the highest order and of the function itself. However, in [4], the 
L2-norms of the intermediate and mixed derivatives of a function in Hm'n(~) are shown to be 
related to the L2-norms of the function and its highest derivatives. In particular, we have the 
inequalities given in the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.1. For fixed nonnegative integers m, n, there exist positive constants C1, C2, C3 such 
that for every positive e and for a11 w in Hm'~(~), 
i ]lD~oll o <_ c1 (~-~ llwll0 + r~-~ llDmwll0), 
]lDJvwllo <_ C2 (e -j Ilwllo + ~-5 ND;~l]o), 
0 < i < ~,  (2.8) 
0 < j < n, (2.9) 
and 
IID£ D¢ ll 0 < 63 Ilwlt . . . .  i , j  _> 0, --i ÷ -J _<].. (2.10) 
m n 
Thus, the isotropic norm II lira can be shown to be equivalent to the anisotropic norm i]" ]]m,,~ 
by using (2.8)-(2.10) with e = 1 and the definitions of the norms (2.3) and (2.7). 
3. WEAK FORMULATION 
In this section, we obtain a weak formulation for the elliptic boundary value problem (1.1),(1.2) 
and address the existence, uniqueness, and regularity of the solution. We will consider the 
problem where only homogeneous boundary conditions are specified for both the essential and 
natural conditions. Once this problem has been analyzed, we will indicate how the results can 
be extended for problems which involve inhomogeneous natural boundary conditions. The case 
of inhomogeneous e sential boundary conditions can be treated in the usual manner; see [5,6] for 
details. 
Before writing the variational formulation of (1.1),(1.2), we must specify the type of boundary 
operators which we will allow. We define the trace operators, ~-/(~), r (y) for w E C~(ft) ,  by 
i -1  T(x)~I) =- D x Wlx=0,1 , for i = 1,. . .  ,m, (3.1) 
and 
J-~ (3.2) TJY)W ---- Dy wly=o,1 , for j = 1 , . . . ,n .  
In [4], imbedding theorems are proved that guarantee that these trace operators are bounded. In 
particular, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3.1. For fixed positive integers m, n, there exist positive constants C~,1, i = 1, . . . ,  m, 
and Cj,2, j = 1, . . . ,  n, such that for 811 w E C °O ((~), 
i 1 
for ai = 1 - - -  +- -  i = 1 , . . . ,m,  (3.3) 
m 2m'  
and 
¢ ' )w < c j  2 IlwlI . . . .  for 9j = 1 - j + 1 J ~ jm-  ' n ~n' fo r j= l , . . . ,n .  (3.4) 
Using these results and the fact that Coo(f)) is dense in H'~'"(f~), we are able to extend the 
trace operators; i.e., 
w(~): Hm'n(•) ~ H~((O,  1)), for x = 0, 1, 
and 
T~v): Hm'~(fl) ~ H~Jm((0, 1)), for y = 0, 1. 
The homogeneous essential boundary conditions, i.e., those which involve the trace operators 
defined by (3.1),(3.2), describe a closed subspace g.~'n(fl) of gm'~(f~). This follows from the 
continuity of the trace operators. 
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We also allow the possibility of certain supplementary boundary operators which arise due to 
integration by parts of the operator A in (1.3). We define the following operators for w E C:¢(~): 
G(~). m-i m (3.5) i w -D~ a(x)D xwl~=o,1 , fo r i - -1 , . . . ,m,  
and 
(Y)w n- j  n . . ,  (3.6) aj -- Dy b(y)Dywly=o,1  for j = 1,. n. 
Although these supplementary operators cannot be extended to Hm,~(i2) as the trace operators 
were, we will define the following space as a convenient setting in which they can be extended. 
For any nonnegative integer m, n define 
Hm'n(~;A)  - {w E Hm"~(t2): dw E L2(~'I)}, (3.7) 
which is a Hilbert space with the graph norm 
2 2 tlwll, ,, ;A = il ,llm,. + IIA II ,. 
In order to prove a result analogous to Theorem 3.1 for the operators defined by (3.5),(3.6), we 
need the following inverse imbedding lemma [4]. 
LEMMA 3.2. For ~xed positive integers m, n, and for any gi E C~ ({0, 1} x (0, 1)), i = 1, . . . ,  m, 
there exists a constant Cg > 0 and v E Hm'n(~) such that 
~-}X)v = gi, for i = 1 , . . . ,  m, (3.8) 
T~Y)V = O, for j = 1 , . . . ,  n, (3.9) 
and ) 1 Ilvllm,  < cg  Ig~ll ~o, a i  = 1 - - i  + __  (3 .10)  
- ~ n  , m 2m" 
An analogous result holds for any gj E C~((0, 1) > {0, 1}), j = 1, . . . ,  n. We now state and 
prove the result analogous to Theorem 3.1 for the operators defined by (3.5) and (3.6). 
THEOREM 3.3. For tixed positive integers m, n, there exist positive constants C~,1, i = 1 , . . . ,  m, 
and Cj,2, j = 1 , . . . ,  n, such that for all w 6 C~(~) ,  
1 
< I fore,=1 - --i + i = 1,. . ,m,  (3.11) 
o{y)~ < cj,~ Ilwllm, ;A, ~'j = 1 - j + 1 (3 .12)  J ~jm -- n 2"-n' j = 1 , . . . ,n ,  
where the norm on the left-hand side denotes the standard operator norm on the appropriate 
dual space. Thus, the supplementary operators may be extended by continuity~ i.e., 
G~): Hm'n(t2; A) -~ (H~{'~({0, 1} x (0, 1)))' (3.13) 
and 
(,,o -(Y) Hm"~(t2; A) --+ Jm((0, 1) x {0, 1 (3.14) o j  : 
where W'  denotes the dual of the Hilbert space W. 
PROOF. We first note that integration by parts gives 
(a (x )D2w,  D2v)  + (b(y)D~w, D~v) - (Aw, v) 
7Y~ ~01 m=l E rn--i m i--1 = (-1) m-i D~ aD~ wD~ v I dy 
~=o (3.15) i=1  
n f l  n--j n j--1 +g 
j= l  
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Thus, an estimate for the absolute value of the combined sum of the boundary integrals is obtained 
by bounding the left-hand side of (3.15); i.e., 
'm, fo  I x= l  " rn - - i  rn  i - - I  (-1) dy 
n [1  n--j n j--1 u=J- dx 
+ Z( - -1 )n - J  Jo D bD wD vl < C 1 jJwJJm,n; A [JVJJm,n Y Y Y I ~=0 - -  
j=l  
(3.16) 
for some positive constant C]. We now use this estimate along with Lemma 3.2 to prove (3.11). 
We take gi, i = 1, . . .  ,m in Lemma 3.2 to be zero except at a single index, i = k, and on one 
edge, say x = 0. For nonzero g if gk[~=o = g, then Lemma 3.2 guarantees that we can find 
a v c Hm'~(f~) satisfying 
~(~)vl ~-(~)vl = 0, k I==o = g'  k l== 1 
and where all the other traces of v vanish. We have 
(3.17) 
To obtain the first inequality in (3.17), we have used (3.16) and the fact that all traces ex- 
cept T(Z)v vanish. The last inequality is obtained by using (3.10). To complete the proof, we k x=O 
divide through by Ilgll~n and take the supremum over all such g to give 
The other estimates are similar. Since C°°(~)) is dense in H'~,'~(f~; A), the proof is complete. | 
We now specify the particular problem with homogeneous boundary data which we will con- 
sider; i.e., 
Au = f, in f~, (3.18) 
Bju = 0, on F, (3.19) 
where A is defined by (1.3) and B represents differential boundary operators as specified by (3.1), 
(3.2), (3.5), and (3.6). In particular, on each edge x = 0 and x -- 1, there will be m conditions 
and at each edge y = 0 and y = 1, there will be n conditions. For simplicity, we consider the case 
in which only one boundary operator appears in each condition. Specifically, we assume that 
for j = 1 , . . . ,  n, the boundary conditions include 
and 
T(U)U either cr(Y)u = 0 or = 0, (3.20) J ly=o J y=o 
either (Y) 0 0"j Ut~=a = 
For i = 1 , . . . ,  m, the boundary conditions 
either cr!~)u = 0 
and 
either a!~)u = 0 
(y) 
or Tj ul~=l =0. (3.21) 
or T!X)u = 0, (3.22) 
or ~-!~)u = 0 (3.23) 
x=2 
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hold, where we require that homogeneous e sential boundary conditions are imposed at one of 
the boundaries; i.e., 
either ~-~)ul,=0 = 0 or "r (x)u[~=~ = 0, for i = 1, . . . ,  m. (3.24) 
This assumption will be used to apply a Poincar&type inequality in the proof of coercivity of our 
particular bilinear form. Alternatively, we could assume asimilar condition for T(Y)u, j = 1, . . . ,  n 
aty=Oory=l .  
We consider the following weak formulation of (3.18),(3.19): given f E L2(gl), seek u C 
H~'~(fl) satisfying 
L(u,v) = (f,v), Vv e Hm'n(t2), (3.25) 
where 
L(w, v) = (a(x)D~w, D~v)+ (b(y)D~w, Dyv), V w, v e H.~'~(fl). (3.26) 
Recall that the subscript on the space H, m'n (fl) indicates the imposition of the homogeneous 
essential boundary conditions. The following theorem demonstrates that there is a unique solution 
to the variational problem (3.25). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let f E L2(gl) and let the right-hand side of (3.25) represent a bounded linear 
functional on Hm'n(f~). Then there exists a unique solution u E Hm'n(~) satisfying (3.25). 
Moreover, we have the estimate 
Ilull,~,,~ _< C Ilfllo, (3.27) 
for some positive constant C. 
PROOF. We must demonstrate that L(.,.) defined by (3.26) is bounded and coercive on 
Hm'n(~) x H.m'"(t2) so that the Lax-Milgram theorem can be applied. To show the bound- 
edness, we apply H51der's inequality to both terms in (3.26) to obtain 
and 
I(aD~w, D'~v)l ~ a II~llm,o Ilvll~,o 
I(bD'~w, D~v) l _< 5 Ilwllo,,~ IIVlI0,n, 
where we have used (1.4). These combine to give 
IL(w, v)[ <_ 4(a+~)II~'llm,n Ilvllm,,,. 
To show that L(., .) is coercive on H.~'~(~), we need the Poincar~-type inequality 
Ilwl[o -< c I ID~llo,  
where w E Hl'°(~) satisfying either w = 0 at x = 0 or at x = 1. We have that 
L(w,w) > min{_a,b} (IID~ ~ll0 + ~ 
With assumption (3.24), we can use induction on (3.29) to obtain 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
I1~11o -< o "~ IID2~llo, vw c H~'°(~). 
m~n Using the fact that (3.30) holds for all w E H. (~), we obtain 
[ (  1 ) m 2 1 n 2J 
L(w,w)>_min{a,b} ~ []w[[~+i[D~w[[o+- ~ [[nvw]l o 
>_ min{a,b}min 2' 2C 2~ I1~11~,.. 
(3.30) 
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We have now verified the hypotheses of the Lax-Milgram theorem and so are guaranteed unique- 
ness to the solution of the variational problem and continuous dependence of the solution on the 
data. In particular, we have the estimate 
I(f,v)t ]tul[m,,~ < C sup - -  < c [tfll0, for v 7~ 0, (3.31) 
which concludes the proof. | 
The unique solution u E H'.~"~(f~) to the variational problem (3.25) guaranteed by Theorem 3.4 
is also a weak or generalized solution to (3.18),(3.19). This is seen by taking v E C~(~)  in (3.25), 
comparing (3.25) with (3.15) and applying the boundary conditions. 
A regularity estimate is proved by standard means; specifically, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let f E L2(f~). Then there exists u E H2.m'2~(f~) satisfying the homogeneous 
p oblem (a.lS),(a.19). 
This result can be used to show that the inhomogeneous problem (3.1),(3.2) has a solution 
u E H2m'2~(f~) by standard arguments. In particular, w E H2m'2~(f~) is chosen so that Bw = gj 
on the boundary of ft and problem (1.1),(1.2) for u-w is analyzed where the boundary conditions 
for u - w are homogeneous. 
4. THE F IN ITE  ELEMENT METHOD 
IN ANISOTROPIC  SOBOLEV SPACES 
In this section, we obtain optimal error estimates for the Galerkin approximation. As an 
example, we show how to construct conforming finite element spaces which will have optimal 
accuracy. Consistent with the restriction to rectangular domains, we consider the tensor product 
of two one-dimensional spline spaces. 
Let Sh be a parameterized family of conforming finite element spaces; i.e., Sh C H.~'~(ft). 
Then standard finite element arguments give the following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists a unique solution U h E S h tO the discrete variational problem 
L(uh, v h) = (f, vh), Vv n E Sh. (4.1) 
Moreover, there exists a positive constant C, independent of u, h, such that 
II u -uhl lm,n <- C inf ] lu--w sllm,~- w h E,S'h 
If we assume that there exists a Hilbert space V which is continuously imbedded in Hm'n(f~) 
such that the approximation property 
inf I Iw-  whl]m,n <_ ChtlwIIv, VW E V (4.2) 
21)nESh 
holds, then if the solution u of (3.18),(3.19) is also in V, we have 
(4.3) 
The technique devised by Aubin-Nitsche can be used to demonstrate hat the rate of convergence 
in the L2-norm is one order of h higher than the estimate in the Win,n-norm. 
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and is contained in H.~'n(f~). 
THEOREM 4.2. /f  the solution u to the continuous variational problem (3.25) is in V and (4.2) 
holds, then 
II -  hflo < ch li llv. (4.4) 
PROOF. Let v be the solution of the adjoint problem 
m~n L(w,v )=(w,u - -uh) ,  VweH.  (ft). 
Choosing w = u - u h 6 Hm'"(ft), we obtain 
il ~-u~lio ~ = L (U--Uh,V). 
Combining this result with the orthogonality condition 
L (u - u h, v h) -~- O, Vv  h ~ Sh,  
we have 
wh s . 
Now using the boundedness of L(-, .) and taking the infinum over all v h e Sh, we have 
h V h ~CII~z--~ Ilm,n inf I Iv- IIm,~" vh~Sh 
Using (4.3) and Theorem 3.5, we obtain 
h 
I l u -  u lira,. < Ch2 llUllv I] u -- uhll0 " a 
The goal of the remainder of this section is to show the existence of a finite element space 
Sh C H.~"~(f~) which satisfies (4.1) with V appropriately given. First, we construct finite element 
spaces for the model problem by using a tensor product construction. Let Sh (x), S (y) be one- 
dimensional spline spaces uch that S(h ~) C_ H.~(0, 1) and S (y) C H:(0, 1), where the subscript 
again indicates the imposition of the homogeneous e sential boundary conditions at x = 0, 1 and 
y = 0, 1. The tensor product of these spaces is given by 
In order to estimate the error of a function in H.~'~(~) and its best approximation i our 
tensor product space (4.5), we must first estimate the error in a function in H.m'n(~) and its 
Sh-interpolant. To this end, we define the one-dimensional interpolation operators 
Ih(~) : C.~[0, 1] --* Sh (~) C H~'(0, 1) (4.6) 
and 
&(y): y) <_ (4.7) 
which satisfy the properties of the type 
w - I(hX)w , < C , ,~hr lw l ,+r ,  Vw e C.~[o, 1], (4.8) 
and 
- I (V )w C j ,~hS lwb+s,  Vw e C.~[0,1], (4.9) w h 7 <- 
for r, s > 0. The natural extensions to [ /of  these interpolation operators are given by 
and 
I(hY) : C. ~ (~) --~ S(h y), such that ( I iY)w)(x,y)= (I(hY)w(x,.)) (y). (4.11) 
The next proposition demonstrates that these extensions atisfy estimates analogous to (4.8) 
and (4.9). 
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PROPOSITION 4.3. 
estimates 
and 
The interpolation operators defined by equations (4.10) and (4.11) satisfy the 
_ i (~  I < cY l~k+~,0 ,  v~ e c .  ~ (fi) (4.12) 
h i,0 -- 
I(y)~ < C~h~l~10,j+~, w e C. ~ (fi) (4.13) 
- -  h 0 , j - -  
respectively. 
PROOf. For fixed y in [0,1] and w e C.~(fi), we have that w(.,y) e C~[0,1]. Using this fact 
and equation (4.8), we obtain 
l w I(~) w 2 1 <C1./a w( . ,y ) - IZ )w( . ,y )  : dy 
~ h i,o 
< (C2h~) 2 w 2 I (',y)l,+~dy 
= (Ch~l~l~+~,0) 2 
The estimate given by equation (4.13) is obtained in a similar manner. | 
T(X)T(Y)~ We define the Sh-interpolant of w E C.~(~) as Ihw =-- ~h ~h ~ where for fixed (x,y) E ~, 
we define :I(~)I(Y)w~:x ~ ~ = (I(h~)(I(hY)W(.,y)))(x) and ~ a h )[ ,Y) = ')))(Y)" 
Furthermore,  we  have assumed the commutat iv i ty  properties 
I(hZ) Dyw n I(~)w I(Y) D~w D~I(hY)W, and ~(~)~(Y) ~(Y)~(~) -~- -~ ~ I h I h ?2). lh I h W (4.14) *JY h ~ h 
We are now ready to give an estimate for the error in a function in H.m'n(~) and its interpolation 
operator on Sh. 
THEOREM 4.4. ff the interpolation operator I (~) satisfies (4.12) for r = 1 when i = 0 or i = m 
and I(h y) satisfies (4.13) for s = 1 when j -= 0 or j = n, then the interpolation operator Ih satisfies 
(L o ) Nw-  IhWll,~,, ~ < Ch D2w]l,L + IDywlL,1 , Vw e C.~(a). (4.15) 
PROOF. In order to prove equation (4.15), we estimate ach of the terms on the right-hand side 
of the inequality to obtain 
[Iw - IhwHm,~ < NW -- IaWllm, o + Nw - IhWllo, ~ . (4.16) 
By adding and subtracting the appropriate quantities, we can bound the first term in this in- 
equality by 
ilw - IhwN.~, o < w -- I(~)w + w - I(Y)w 
- -  h m,O h m,O 
+ l (w-  I~)w)  -- I (=) (w-  I(Y)w) re,o" (4.17) 
The first term on the right-hand side of (4.17) is estimated by 
w - I(=)w < Chlwlm+x,o = Ch lDr~Wll,O (4.18) h m,O -- 
where we have used (4.15) with r = i and i = m. The second term on the right-hand side 
of (4.17) can be estimated in the following manner: 
= i(Y)w 9. 1/~ 
<--I w -- I(~)w Io + 1)m (w - I(Y)w) Io (4.19) 
<_ Ch ID;wlo,1 + Oh ID~wlo,, ,
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where we have obtained the last line by using the two inequalities 
- - h Ilo,n <- Chlwt°'~+~ = Ch IDywlo,~ 
and 
= h • 0 ID2~10,1 
which we obtained by setting s = 1, j = n, and s = 1, j -- 0, respectively, in equation (4.13). It 
remains to estimate the last term on the right-hand side of (4.19). We do this by applying (4.12) 
with r = 0 and i = m to obtain 
I(Y)w 
h / m,0  - -  - -  - -  h m,0  
which can in turn be estimated by using (4.19). Combining these results, we obtain 
I['UJ -- IhWNm,O <~ Ch ,,(IDxm W]l,° -~- [D2w]0,1 -t-. _[D~w[1,0 +-"  ,[D~w[0,z ) 
< ch (IDr~f~,~ + ]D~W]l,1 ) • (4.20) 
In a similar manner, one can obtain the estimate 
We have shown the existence of a finite element space Sh defined by (4.5) such that Sh C 
HP"~(f~) and such that it satisfies an interpolation condition of the form (4.14). 
5.  ONSAGER PANCAKE EQUATION 
The Onsager pancake approximation [7] arises in analyzing gas centrifuges which are used to 
separate isotopes such as uranium. It models axially symmetric flow of a viscous compressible 
fluid rotating almost rigidly at a nearly constant radius. The model involves the single partial 
differential equation 
Au = (e~(e~Ux~)~)~ + buyy = f (x ,  y) (5.1) 
along with the set of boundary conditions 
ux = Uxx = 0, at x = 0, (5.2) 
u = ux = 0, at z = 1, (5.3) 
(e ~ (eX~x)~)~ = g(y), at ~ = 0, (5.4) 
(eO:u~)~ = 0, at x = 1, (5.5) 
0, (5.6) 
k / 
and 
b~=d(e~/~x) +~l(x), a ty=l .  (5.7) 
X "X  
In the equation and boundary conditions, b and d are positive constants and 70 and 71 are given. 
We note that the variable coefficient in the operator given by (5.1) plays a slightly different role 
than does the one in our model problem (1.3). However, in the Onsager pancake approximation, 
the different role of the variable coefficient only results in the addition of some lower-order terms 
which will cause no difficulties. Another difference occurs in the boundary conditions at y = 0,1 
where there appear both normal and tangential derivative terms. For simplicity, this case was 
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not treated in the general setting, but it will require only the addition of a boundary integral in 
our weak formulation. 
The variational formulation of equations (5.1)-(5.7) that we consider is the following: seek 
u E H,a't(ft) satisfying 
L(u,v) = - / fvd f t -  ffolg(y)vl==ody 
- (~Y~%=l + ~o~lv=o) d~, V~ e H,~'~(a), 
(5.8) 
where L(w, v) is the bilinear form defined by 
£ox £ L(w,v) = ( w~)= (e=v~)~ dft + bwyvy d~2 
/o 1 + de~/2w,: (v~Iv=o + v=lv=l ) dx, Vw, v e H3'l(gt). 
(5.9) 
Here H3'1(~) is the constrained space given by 
Hp(a)  = {~ e ~,~(a) :  ~ = ~ = o at ~ = o, ~ = ~ = o at ~ = 1} .  
Verification that the solution of (5.1)-(5.7) is also a solution to (5.8) is done in the usual manner 
by integrating by parts; in this case the integration by parts is performed three times in x and 
once in y. 
In the next result, we apply the Lax-Milgram theorem [8] to prove that the solution to (5.8) is 
unique. 
THEOREM 5.1. There exists a unique u E Ha. '1 (fl) such that equation (5.8) is satisfied, provided 
the right-hand side of (5.8) denotes a bounded linear functional on H 2'1 (f~). 
PROOF. In order to apply the Lax-Milgram theorem, we must show that L(w, v) is bounded 
and coercive on H.a'l(ft) x H.a'l(a). To demonstrate he boundedness of L(w,v), we only need 
to treat the boundary integral since the remaining integrals can be treated as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.4 for the general bilinear form (3.26). From the imbedding result (3.3) for the trace 
operators, we have that since w E H.a'l(f~), w~lv=0, wzly=l E H1/2(F). Thus, L(., .) is bounded 
on Ha.'l(a) x H.a'l(a). For eoereivity, we must show that there exists a constant C > 0 such 
that L(w,w) > C 11wl}23.1 for all w e H,a'l(fl), where 
/01 L(w, w) ~ 2 bw 2 df~ de =/2 w 2 w 2 = ((e w==)x ) df~+ + [ x[v=o + ,~ly=l] dx. (5.1o) 
We first note that since the boundary integral is positive definite, it is sufficient o prove that 
the first two terms on the right-hand side of (5.10) are bounded below by C]lwll3,12. This is 
shown in a similar manner to the proof in Theorem 3.4; however, the exponential term must be 
handled. First note that for w E H.a'l(f~), e~w~ --- 0 at x = 0; thus, we can apply Poinca%-type 
inequality (3.29) to obtain 
llWxxllo ~ IleXWxxllO ~ C1 II(¢Xwxx)xllo . (5.11) 
The triangle inequality and (5.11) then give that 
_< (1 + c l ) I L (e~w~)~l lo  . 
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The combination of these results and the fact that nwl]0 _< C IIw~x~[]0 gives 
( ° L(w,w)  > C2 [[w~ll0 + []wy[I _> c3 Ilwl[~,,, Vw e H,  (~). | 
For our example, we consider two conforming finite element spaces. The first is the tensor 
product of cubic B-splines in x and piecewise linear functions in y. Each one-dimensional spline 
space admits a Lagrange interpolant; hus, each interpolation operator commutes with each other 
and with the derivatives as we assumed in (4.14). The following approximation properties of these 
spaces are known if we assume a uniform spacing; see [9]. We have 
inf Hw - Wh[li --< ChS]wli+s, (5.12) 
whCSh 
where for cubic B-splines, we have that 0 < i + s < 4 for i = 0, 1, 2, 3 and for piecewise linear 
functions 0 < i + s < 2 for i = 0, 1. Thus, Theorem 4.4 guarantees that 
- _< ch  (ID2 II,, + [Dyw]l,1). (5.13) 
Theorems (4.1) and (4.2) provide the error estimates 
I lU -  %th]13,1 __< Ch ([D3%tll,1 -~-IDy'ttll,1) 
and 
Ir - uh,0 _< ch2 (JD  II,1 + j yujl 1), 
for this choice of approximating spaces. For the second choice of an approximating space, we 
choose cubic B-splines in both the x- and y-directions. However, the rate of convergence for this 
choice should be the same as our first pair. This is due to the fact that when cubic B-splines are 
also chosen in y, the term hD~u is still the governing factor. 
Computations were performed for two different examples. The first is a problem which is 
artificial in nature but which has a closed form solution given by u = x3(x - 1)U(x - 1.3)cosy. 
In the second example, we took f = 0 in (5.1) and g = 1 in (5.4). This is similar to problems of 
physical interest and corresponds to the case of a countercurrent driven by a linear temperature 
profile along the outside wall. No closed form solution is available for this problem. For both 
problems, the predicted rates were obtained asymptotically. For example, in the first problem 
using cubic B-splines in the x-direction and linears in the y-direction, the relative L2-error for h = 
1/10 was 0.1378 and for h = 1/15 was 0.0617 which gives a rate of 1.98, while using cubic 
B-splines in both directions gives relative L2-errors of 0.0838 and 0.0373 for h = 1/10 and 
h = 1/15, respectively, giving a rate of 2.00. 
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